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Clarisse fahrenheit 451 description

This article is about a novel. For other uses, see 1953 Ray Bradbury Fahrenheit 451 dystopian novel The Cover of the First Edition (clothbound)AuthorRay BradburyIllustratorJoseph Mugnaini[1]CountryUnited States KalbauageEnglishGenreDystopian[2]PublishedOctober 19, 1953 (Ballantine Books)[3]Pages256ISBN978-0-7432-4722-1 (current cover
edition)OCLC5310107 9Dewey Decimal813.54 22LC ClassPS3503.R167 F3 2003 Fahrenheit 451 is a dystopian novel by American writer Ray Bradbury, first published in 1953 Often considered one of his finest works[4], the novel presents a future American society in which books are banned and firefighters burn any ones found. [5] The book verse explains
the title: Fahrenheit 451 is the temperature at which book paper catches fire and burns..., also known as the autoignion temperature. The main character, Guy Montag, is a firefighter who becomes frustrated with his role in censoring literature and destroying knowledge, eventually quitting his work and committing to preserving literary and cultural writings. The
novel was the subject of interpretations, focusing on the historical role of burning books by suppressing different ideas for change. In a 1956 radio interview,[6] Bradbury said that he wrote Fahrenheit 451 because of his concerns at the time (during the McCarthy era) about the threat of book burning in the United States. In later years, he described the book
as a comment on how the media is reducing interest in reading literature. [7] 1954 Fahrenheit won the American Academy of Literature and the California Commonwealth Club gold medal. [8] [9] In 1984, she won the Prometheus Hall of Fame award[11] and the Retro Hugo Award, one of the limited number ever given the best novel retro hugos. [12] Bradbury
was honored with a Spoken Word Grammy Nomination for the 1976 audiobook. [13] The novel's adaptation includes an adaptation of François Truffaut's 1966 film and the 1982 BBC radio dramatization. [14] Bradbury released a stage version of the game in 1979 and helped create an interactive fiction computer game called Fahrenheit 451 in 1984, as well
as his short story set called A Pleasure to Burn. HBO has released a television movie based on the novel and in 2018 was written and directed by Ramin Bahrani. The plot summary of Fahrenheit 451 is set in an unspecified city (most likely in the American Midwest) in 1999 (according to Ray Bradbury's Coda), although it's written as if set in the distant future.
[Note 1] The earliest editions clearly show that it does not take place before 1960 [Note 2] [16] [17] The novel is divided into three parts: The Hearth and the Salamander, The Sieve and the Sand and Burning Bright. The Hearth and the Salamander Guy Montag is a firefighter used to burn houses that contain banned books. It married but has no children. One
autumn night, after returning from work, he meets his new neighbor, a teenager named Clarisse McClellan, whose free-thinking ideals and liberating spirit cause him doubts about his life and his own perceived happiness. Montag returns home to learn that his wife Mildred overdosed on sleeping pills, and he calls the doctor. Two uncaring EMTs pump
Mildred's stomach, drain her poisoned blood, and fill her with new blood. After an EMT holiday to rescue another victim of overdose, Montag goes outside and overheats Clarisse and her family talking about how life is in this hedonistic, illiterate society. Montago's mind is bombarded with Clarisse's destructive thoughts and the memory of his wife's near
death. Over the next few days, Clarisse faithfully meets Montag every night as he walks home. She tells him about how her simple pleasures and interests make her outcast among her peers and how she is forced to go into therapy for her behavior and thoughts. Montag is waiting for these meetings, and as he begins to count on them, Clarisse disappears.
He feels something's wrong. [18] On other days, while working with other firefighters, he robbed an old woman's house filled with books and poured kerosene before the imminent burning, Montag steals the book before any of his co-workers report. The woman refuses to leave her house and her books, choosing instead to light the match and burn herself
alive. Jarred woman's suicide, Montag returns home and hides a stolen book under her pillow. Later Montag wakes Mildred out of sleep and asks her if she has seen or heard anything about Clarisse McClellan. She reveals that clarisse's family moved out after Clarisse was hit by a speeding car and died four days ago. Worried that she hadn't mentioned it
before, Montage was wrongly trying to fall asleep. Outside, he suspects The Mechanical Hound, an octopus-like creature that lives in a fire department and helps firefighters in hunting book hoards. Montag wakes up badly the next morning. Mildred tries to take care of her husband, but gets more involved in the entertainment of the cabin wall in the living room
– large TVs filling the walls. Montag suggests that maybe he should take a break from the fireman after what happened last night, and Mildred panicked over the thought of losing the house and her salon wall to the family. Captain Beatty, The Fire Chief of Montago, visits Montage personally to see how he's doing. Feeling his worries, Beatty tells the story of
how books have lost their value and how firefighters have adapted to their current role: over the decades, people have begun to adopt new media (in this case film and television), sports and the ever-accelerating pace of life. The books were ruthlessly shortened or degraded to attention is included, and minority groups have protested over controversial,
outdated content they have perceived in the literature. At the same time, due to technological advances, almost all buildings were made of refractory materials, and the traditional role of firefighters in preventing fires was no longer necessary. Instead, the government turned firefighters into public calm officers: instead of extinguishing the fires, they became
responsible for their release, especially for the sources of books that were condemned as confusion and oppressive thoughts that only make people's lives more difficult. After an awkward encounter between Mildred and Montag over a book hidden under a Montag pillow, Beatty becomes suspicious and casually adds a passing threat as he leaves, telling
Montag that if the firefighter had a book, he would be asked to burn it in the next 24 hours. If he refuses, other firefighters will come and burn him for him. The encounter leaves Montag shaken. After beatty leaves, Montag reveals to Mildred that over the past year, he has accumulated books that he kept hidden in the air conditioning duct in their ceiling stash.
In a moment of panic, Mildred pulls the book and rushes to throw it into the kitchen in the oven. Montag enslaves her and tells her that two of them are going to read books, or they have value. If they don't do it, he promises that the books will be burned and everyone will return to the normal tracks. Sieve and Sands Montag and Mildred discuss stolen books,
and Mildred refuses to go along with it, questioning why she or anyone else should take care of the books. The montag goes on about Mildred's suicide attempt, Clarisse's disappearance and death rant, an old woman who burned herself, and an imminent threat of war that goes ignored by the masses. He suggests that perhaps the books of the past contain
messages that can save society from its own destruction. The conversation interrupted mildred's girlfriend, Ms. Bowles, and they set a date as that night at Mildred's home to monitor the walls of the cabin. Montag acknowledges that Mildred is a lost cause and he will need help understanding the books. He remembers an old man named Faber, an English
professor against the ban on books he once met in the park. Montag makes a subway trip to Faber's home along with a rare copy of the Bible, a book he stole in a woman's home. Once there, Montag pushes the frightened and reluctant Faber into helping him methodically copy pages from the Bible. Faber recognizes and gives Montag a home ear piece
communicator so he can offer permanent guidance. At home Mildred's friends Mrs. Bowles and Ms. Phelps arrive to watch the cabin walls. Not interested in this insipid pastime, Montag turns off the walls and tries to engage women in a meaningful conversation, only to reveal them how indifferent, and the call they really are. Infuriated by his idiocy, Montagas
briefly leaves and returns with a book of poetry. This confuses the woman and alarms Faber, who listens remotely. Mildred tries to dismiss Montag's actions as a tradition of firefighters acting once a year: they find an old book and read it as a way to make fun of how stupid the past is. Montag begins to recite the poem in Dover Beach, causing Ms. Phelps to
cry. Fabero at one point in the ear piece, Montag burns the book. Mildred's friends leave disgust while Mildred locks himself in the bathroom and tries to commit suicide again after an overdose of sleeping pills. Montag hides his books in the yard before returning to the fire station late at night, where he finds Beatty playing cards with other firefighters. Montag
hands Beatty a book cover of one he thinks Beatty knows he stole the night before, which is unceremoniously tossed in the trash. Beatty tells Montag that he had a dream in which they fought endlessly by quoting books on each other. So Beatty reveals that, despite his frustration, he was once an enthusiastic reader. Sounds like a fire alarm, and Beatty
takes the address from the dispatcher system. They drive careless firefighters truck to their destination: Montag House. Burning Bright Beatty orders Montag to destroy his house in flames, not the more powerful salamander, which is usually used by a team of firefighters, and tells him that his wife and her friends notified him after what happened the next
night. Montag watches as Mildred walks out of the house, too traumatized about losing his salon wall to the family without even acknowledging her husband's existence or the situation going on around her, and catches a taxi. Montag obeys his boss, destroying a piece of the house after a piece, but Beatty discovers Montago's earphone and plans to hunt
Faber. Montag threatens Beatty with a flamethrower and, after Beatty taunts him, Montag burns Beatty alive and knocks his coworkers unconscious. As Montag escapes from the scene, the mechanical hound attacks him, managing to inject his leg with sedatives. He destroys the hound with the flame and limps away. Before he fled, however, he realizes that
Beatty wanted to die a long time ago and was deliberately goaded Montag also gave him a gun. Montag runs through the city streets towards Faber's house. Along the way he crosses a wide road as a speeding car tries to run it, but he manages to avoid the vehicle and realizes that he almost suffered the same fate as Clarisse. Faber urges him to make his
way to the village and connect with the exiled book lovers who live there. He mentions that he will leave early on the bus heading to St. Louis and that he and Montag may rendezvous there later. On Faber's television, they watch news reports about another mechanical rubble that is released Down and kill Montag, with news helicopters following him to create
a public spectacle. After shaking the breath all over the house in the hope of thwarting Scalia, Montag leaves Faber's house. He escapes the manhunt waving into the river and flying downstream. Montag leaves the river in the village, where he meets exiled drifters led by a man named Granger. Granger shows Montag going on a manhunt for a portable
battery and predicts that Montag will be caught in the next few minutes; as predicted, an innocent man is then caught and killed. Drifters are all former intellectuals. They each memorable books should the day arrive, that society comes to an end and is forced to rebuild itself again, with survivors learning to accept past literature. Granger asks Montag what
he needs to contribute to the band and Montag finds that he's partly remembered in Ecclesiastes' book, discovering that the band has a special way to unlock photographic memory. While learning the philosophy of exiles, Montag and the group watch helplessly watch bombers fly over their heads and destroy the city with nuclear weapons: the inevitable war
began and ended the same night. Although Faber would have left the van early, everyone else (including Mildred) was immediately killed. Montag and the group are injured and dirty, but manage to survive the shock wave. The next morning, Granger teaches Montag and others about the legendary phoenix and his never-ending long life cycle, death in flames,
and revival. He adds that phoenix must have some connection with humanity, which constantly repeats its mistakes, but explains that a person has something that Phoenix does not have: humanity can remember its mistakes and try never to repeat them. Granger then muse that a large factory of mirrors should be built so that people can take a long look at
themselves and reflect on their lives. When the food is over, the deportees return to the city to rebuild society. Characters Guy Montag is a protagonist and firefighter who presents the dystopian world in which he lives first through the eyes of an employee loyal to him, then as a man in conflict on it, and finally, as someone decided to be without him. For most
of the book, Montag lacks knowledge and he only believes in what he hears. Clarisse McClellan inspires montag changes, although they don't know each other for very long. Clarisse McClellan is a young girl one month before her 17th birthday, who is a neighbor of Montag. [Note 3] She walks with Montag on trips home from work. The contemporary critic
described her as an example of Manic Pixie's Dream Girl[21] because Clarisse is an unusual person compared to others living in a books, hedonistic society: outgoing, naturally cheerful, unconventional and intuitive. She is unpopular with peers and does not like teachers asks why, not as in focusing on nature, not technology. A few days after the first
meeting with Montag, she disappears without any explanation; Mildred tells Montag (and Captain Beatty confirms) that Clarisse was hit by a speeding car and that her family moved after her death. In a later edition, Bradbury points out that the film adaptation changed the ending so that Clarisse (who in the film is now a 20-year-old teacher who was fired for
being unconventional) lived with the exiles. Bradbury, far from unhappy with that, was so pleased with the new ending that he wrote it in his later stage edition. Mildred Millie Montag is the wife of Guy Montag. She is addicted to sleeping pills absorbed in shallow dramas played on the walls of her cabin (flat-screen TVs) and indifferent to the oppressive society
around her. In the book she is described as thin as a prayer mantis from the diet, her hair burned with chemicals to brittle straw, and her body as white bacon. Despite her husband's attempts to break it out of the spelling of society, Mildred continues to be shallow and indifferent. After Montag scares his friends away while reading Dover Beach, and find
himself unable to live with someone who has been accumulating books, Mildred betrays Montag by notifying him of firefighters and leaving him, and dying when the city is bombed. Captain Beatty is Montago's boss and the main antagonist of the book. Once an avid reader, he came to hate books because of their unpleasant content and contradictory facts
and opinions. After he forced Montag to burn down his house, Montag kills him with a flamethrower, only to later realize that Beatty gave him a flamethrower and goaded him into the target that Montag would kill him. However, it is still unclear whether Beatty was ever on Montago's side, or whether he was simply suicidal. In a scene written years ago in
Bradbury for the Fahrenheit 451 play, Beatty invites Montag to his home, where he shows him a wall of books left by a molder on their shelves. Stoneman and Black are Montag collaborators at the fire department. They do not have much influence on history and function only to show the reader a contrast between the firefighters who obediently do as they
say, and something like Montag, who used to be proud of his work, but later understands how damaging it is to society. Black later framed Montag to have books. Faber is a former English professor. He spent years regretting that he did not defend the books when he saw steps to ban them. Montag turns to him for advice, remembering him from the
opportunity to meet in the park sometime before. Faber initially refuses to help Montag, and later realizes Montag is just trying to learn about the books rather than destroying them. He secretly communicates with Montag through an electronic ear piece and helps Escape to the city, then gets on the bus to St. Louis and escapes the city himself before it is
bombed. Bradbury notes in its expression that Faber is part of the name of the German pencil manufacturer Faber-Castell. Ms. Ann Bowles and Ms. Clara Phelps are Mildred's friends and representative of the anti-intellectual, hedonistic mainstream society presented in the novel. During a social visit to Montago's home, they boast of ignoring bad things in
their lives and have a knights' attitude to the impending war, their husbands, children and politics. Ms. Phelps's husband Pete has been called to fight in the upcoming war (and believes he will be back in the week because of how fast the war will be) and believes that having children serves no purpose other than ruining life. Mrs Bowles is a three-time married
single mother. Her first husband broke up with her, the second died in a jet accident, and the third committed suicide by shooting himself in the head. She has two children who do not like and disrespect her because of her permissible, often negligent and offensive paternity; Mrs Bowles boasts that her children have beaten her, and she is glad she can hit
back. When Montag reads To Dover Beach to them, he strikes a chord with Mrs. Phelps, who begins to cry like a hollow in her life. Ms. Bowles chastises Montag to read silly scary damaging words. Granger is the leader of a group of wandering intellectual exiles who remember books to preserve their content. Title The book's home page explains the title as
follows: Fahrenheit 451 — The temperature at which the book paper catches fire and burns.... When asked what temperature to ignite the paper, Bradbury was told that 451°F (233°C) was the temperature of paper autoignion. [22] [23] In various studies, scientists have found that the autoignion temperature is between 424 and 475 °F (218 to 246 °C),
depending on the type of paper. [24] [25] The historical context of Bradbury's lifelong passion for books began at an early age. After graduating from high school, the Bradbury family couldn't afford him to go to college, so Bradbury started spending time in the Los Angeles Public Library, where he basically studied himself. [26] As a frequent visitor to his local
libraries from the 1920s to the 1930s, he recalls being disappointed because they did not include popular science fiction novels like Wells's novels, because they were not considered literary enough at the time. Among this, when he learned of the destruction of the Alexandria Library[27], the young man was given a great impression of the vulnerability of
books to distrust and destruction. Later, as a teenager, Bradbury was appalled by the burning of Nazi books[28], and later joseph Stalin's campaign of political repression, the Great Cleansing, in which writers and poets, among others, arrested and often carries out the death penalty. [29] Shortly after the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the
end of World War II, the United States focused on the Soviet atomic bomb project and the development of Communism. The House Of Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), formed in 1938 to investigate American citizens and organizations suspected of communist ties, held hearings in 1947 to investigate the alleged communist influence of Hollywood
filmmaking. These hearings led to the blacklisting of the so-called Hollywood Ten,[30] a group of influential screenwriters and directors. This government intervention in the affairs of artists and creative types has angered Bradbury. [31] Bradbury was bitter and concerned about the work of his government, and at the end of 1949 a night clash with an
overzealous police officer inspired Bradbury to write Pedestrian, a short story that would continue to become a firefighter, and then Fahrenheit 451. The rise of Senator Joseph McCarthy's hearings against the accused Communists, beginning in the 1950s, deepened Bradbury's contempt for the government's exaggeration. [32] [33] The year that HUAC began
investigating Hollywood is often considered the beginning of the Cold War, since the Truman Doctrine was published in March 1947. Around 1950, the Cold War was completely entrenched, and the fear of the American public about nuclear war and communist influence was at a feverish level. The stage was set in Bradbury to write a dramatic nuclear
holocaust end to Fahrenheit 451, an example of a type of script feared by many Americans of the time. [34] Bradbury's early life became a witness to the Golden Age of Radio, and the transition to television in the golden age began around the time he began working on stories that would eventually lead to Fahrenheit 451. Bradbury saw these forms of media
as a threat to reading books, indeed as a threat to society, because he believed they could distract attention from important matters. This contempt for the media and technology would express itself through Mildred and her friends and is an important theme of the book. [35] Writing and development fahrenheit 451 evolved from ideas that Bradbury visited in
previously written stories. For many years he tended to single out walking interviews and lectures as a sort of proto-Fahrenheit 451. In his 2006 anthology match to the flame: Fancy roads to Fahrenheit 451 in the foreword he claims it is too simplification. [36] The whole Genealogy of Fahrenheit 451, presented in match to Flame, is involved. The most
important aspects are discussed below. [37] From 1947 to 1948, Bradbury wrote a short story, Bright Phoenix (not published before May 1963). Barnes. At the end of 1949, Bradbury was stopped and questioned by a police officer while walking late in the evening. [42] When asked what are you doing?, Bradbury wisely replied: Put one foot in front of the
other. [42] [43] This incident inspired Bradbury to write a 1951 short story of Walking. [Note 4] [42] [43] Pedestrian, Leonard mead is persecuted and detained by the city's remotely operated police cruiser (there is only one) to take night walks, which has become very rare in this future environment: everyone else stays inside and watches TV (watch screens).
One and without an alibi, mead is taken to the Center for Psychiatry to research regressive trends beyond its distinctive habit. Fahrenheit 451 would later replicate this theme of authoritarian society, which is distracted by the broadcast media. [44] Bradbury expanded the premise of the book burning bright phoenix[45] and totalitarian futures of Pedestrians[46]
to Fireman, a novel published in the February 1951 issue of Galaxy Science Fiction. [47] [48] The Fireman was written in the basement of the UCLA Powell Library on a typewriter, which he rented for ten cents for half an hour. [49] The first project was 25 000 words long and completed within nine days. [50] Called upon by the publisher at Ballantine Books to
double the length of his story to the novel, Bradbury returned to the same printing room and expanded his work to Fahrenheit 451, again taking only nine days. [49] Ballantine was published in 1953[52] Additional material by Bradbury in a novel with various front and back matter, including the 1979 coda[53] 1982 foreword[54] in 1993 and several
introductions. Publications history The first us printing was a paper version of Ballantine Publishing Group in October 1953. Shortly after the paperback, the hardback version was released, which includes a special edition of 200 signed and counted copies bound to asbestos. [55] [56] [57] It was technically collections, because the novel was released with two
short stories: Playground and Rock shouting, which were not in later prints. [1] [58] A few months later, the novel was serialized in March, April and May 1954 on playboy magazine. [8] [59] Exproisation From January 1967 on jan. [60] [61] Among the changes made by the publisher were the censorship of words of hell, damn and abortion; modification of
seventy-five extracts; and changing the two episodes. [61] [62] In one case, a drunk man became sick, and the cleansing of the fluff from the umbilical cord became the cleansing of the ears in another. [61] [63] In certain cases, both censored and uncensored were available together, but until 1973 Ballantine was published only in the censored version. [63]
[64] This lasted until 1979, when Bradbury was rewarded:[63][64] In 1979, one of Bradbury's friends showed him an experiential copy. Bradbury demanded that Ballantine Books withdraw this version and replace it with the original, and in 1980 the original version became available again. In this restored work, in the author's foreword, Bradbury relates to the
reader that it is not uncommon for the publisher to expurgate the author's work, but he claims that he himself will not tolerate manuscript mutilation practices. Bal-Hi editions are now named after the publisher of The Revised Bal-Hi Editions. [65] Unprinted publications Bradbury's own audiobook version was released in 1976 and received a Grammy
nomination for Word. [13] Another audio book was published by Christopher Hurt in 2005. [66] The version of the e-book was published in December 2011. [67] [68] Adoption in 1954, The Guardian of Galaxy Science Fiction, Groff Conklin, put the novel among the great works of imagination written in English over the last decade or more. [69] August Derleth,
chicago's Sunday tribune, described the book as a cruel and shocking prophetic approach to one possible future lifestyle, calling it a compelling and praising Bradbury for his excellent imagination. [70] More than half a century later, Sam Weller wrote: After its publication Fahrenheit 451 was hailed as a vivion of social commentary. [71] Today, Fahrenheit 451
is still viewed as an important cautionary tale of compliance and the evil of government censorship. [72] When the novel was first published, there were those who did not find merit in the tale. Anthony Boucher and J. Francis McComas were less enthusiastic, the guilt book is simply padded, sometimes with a startling inventive ploy, ... often with a cascade of
coruscating verbal brilliance [but] too often just words. [73] In his book Astonishing Science Fiction, Mr. Schuyler Miller described the title work as one of Bradbury's bitter, almost hysterical diatribes, while praising his emotional disc and convincing, nagging detail. [74] In addition, The New York Times was unsurfed by the novel and continued to accuse
Bradbury of creating virulent hatred in many aspects of current culture, namely monstrosities such as radio, television, most films, amateur and professional sports, cars and other similar deviations that he feels create a vivid simplicity of the human existence. [75] Fahrenheit 451 was seventh on the New York Public Library's Top Check Outs OF ALL TIME
list[76] Censorship/incident ban In the years since its publication Fahrenheit 451 has sometimes been banned, censored or edited in some schools. and teachers are either unaware or indifferent to the irony inherent in such censorship. There are several notable incidents: In 1987, Fahrenheit 451 was granted third-degree status on the Bay County School
Board in Panama City, Florida under then Superintendent Leonard Hall's new three-tier classification system. [77] The third stage was intended to remove books from class because of a great deal of vulgarity. [77] After a resident class action lawsuit, media mix, and student protests, the school board abandoned its tier-based censorship system and approved
all books currently in use. [77] 1992 Venado High School in Irvine, California, gave Fahrenheit 451 copies to students with all obscene words. [78] The parents contacted the local media and managed to reinstall uncensored copies. [78] In 2006, parents of a 10th-grade high school student in Montgomery County, Texas, demanded that the book be banned
from their daughter's English class reading list. [79] Their daughter was assigned a book during the week of banned books, but she stopped reading several pages because of what she considered offensive language and a description of the burning of the Bible. In addition, parents protested the violence, the portrayal of Christians and the depiction of
firefighters in the novel. [79] Topics Debates on Fahrenheit 451 are often central to its history as a warning of state censorship. Indeed, when Bradbury wrote a novel during the McCarthy era, he was concerned about censorship in the United States. In a radio interview in 1956,[80][81] Bradbury said: I wrote this book at a time when I was worried about how
things were going in this country four years ago. Too many people feared their shadows; was a threat of burning books. At that time, many books were removed from the shelves. And, of course, in four years things have changed a lot. Things are back in a very healthy direction. But at that time I wanted to make some history where I could comment on what
would happen to the country, if we let ourselves go too far in this direction, where then everyone thinks stops, and the dragon swallows the tail, and we sort of disappear into limbo and destroy ourselves in such action. Over time, Bradbury tended to reject censorship as the chief motivating factor in writing history. Instead, he generally claimed that the true
information of Fahrenheit 451 was about an illiterate society, fascinated by the media, the dangers and the threat of minority and special interest groups to books. In the late 1950s, Bradbury recounted: When I wrote a short novel, Fahrenheit 451, I thought I was describing a world that could evolve in four or five decades. But just a few weeks ago, in Beverly
Hills one night, husband and wife passed me, walking their dog. I stood staring after them, completely stunned. a woman held a small cigarette pack-sized radio in one hand, his antenna quivering. From this sounded small copper wires, which ended with a dainty cone connected to her right ear. There she was, a forgotten man and dog, listening to distant
winds and whispers and soap opera cries, sleeping on foot, helped up and down the curb by a man who might as well have not been there. It wasn't fiction. [82] This story echoes mildred Seashell ear timbles (i.e. earphone brand), which act as an emotional barrier between her and Montago. In a 2007 interview, Bradbury claimed that people misinterpreted



his book and that Fahrenheit 451 is really a statement about how the media like television marginalizes literature reading. [7] Speaking of minorities, he wrote in his 1979 Coda: There is more than one way to burn a book. And the world is full of people running with illuminated matches. Every minority, be it the Baptist/Unitarian, Irish/Italian/Octogenarian/Zen
Buddhist, Zionist/Seventh Day Adventist, Women's Lib/Republican, Mattachine/Four Square Gospel believes it has the right, right, duty to douse kerosene, light fuse. [...] Fire-Captain Beatty, in my novel Fahrenheit 451, described how books were burned primarily by minorities, every copy page or paragraph from this book, then that until the day came when
the books were empty and the minds closed and the libraries closed forever. [...] Only six weeks ago, I discovered that over the years, some editors of Ballantine Books, fearing to contaminate young people, gradually censored about seventy-five separate chapters of the novel. Students, reading a novel that, after all, related to censorship and the burning of
books in the future, wrote to tell me about this exceptional irony. Judy-Lynn del Rey, one of the new Ballantine editors, is having the whole book re-published and published this summer with all the damns and hell back in place. [83] Bradbury argues that censorship of the burning of books was a side effect of these two main factors; this is in line with Captain
Beatty's speech to Montag about the history of firefighters. According to Bradbury, it is the people, not the state, who are the culprit fahrenheit 451. [7] Nevertheless, the role of censorship, whether national or otherwise, is still the most common topic at work. [84] [a better source required] [85] In addition to censorship, the novel offered a variety of other topics.
The two main themes are resistance to compliance and control of individuals through technology and media. Bradbury is exploring how the government can use the media to influence society and suppress individualism through the burning of books. Characters Beatty and Faber point out that the American people are to blame. Because of the constant desire
for a simple, positive image, books must be suppressed. Beatty blames groups that offend the published works, which displayed them in an unfavorable light. Faber went further by saying that the American people just stopped reading their own. He notes that the burning people of the books themselves have become a form of entertainment for society. [86]
In a 1994 interview, Bradbury stated that fahrenheit 451 is now more important than any other, arguing that it works even better because we now have political correctness. Political correctness these days is the real enemy. Black groups want to control our thinking and you can't say certain things. Homosexual groups don't want you to criticize them. It is
control of thought and control of freedom of expression. [87] Future Bradbury forecasts described themselves as the way of the future, not their forecast. [88] He did not believe that the burning of books was an inevitable part of the future; he wanted to warn against its development. [88] In a later interview, when asked if he thought Fahrenheit's 451 teaching
in schools would prevent his vision for a totalitarian future, Bradbury responded negatively. On the contrary, he argues that education must be at kindergarten and first-class level. If students can't read then, they won't be able to read Fahrenheit 451. [89] As regards technology, Sam Weller points out that Bradbury has provided everything from flat-screen
TVs to headphones and twenty-four-hour banking machines. [90] Adaptations of Television Playhouse 90 broadcast the sound of various drums on CBS in 1957, written by Robert Alan Aurthur. Play together plot ideas from Fahrenheit 451 and nineteen eighty-four. Bradbury sued and eventually won the appeal. [91] [92] Main film articles: Fahrenheit 451
(1966 film) and Fahrenheit 451 (2018 film) released in 1966 by François Truffaut, written and directed by an adaptation of films starring Oscar Werner and Julie Christie. [93] [94] A new adaptation of the film directed by Ramin Bahrani and Michael B. Jordan, Michael Shannon, Sofia Boutella and Lilly Singh was released on HBO in 2018. [95] [96] The theatre
adapted his book into a play in the late 1970s. At least part of it was performed at the Colony Theatre in Los Angeles in 1979, but it wasn't printed until 1986, and the official world premiere was only in November 1988 at Fort Wayne, Indiana Civic Theatre. The adaptation of the scene is very different from the book and seems to affect Truffaut's film. For
example, the character of fire boss Beatty is fleshed out and is the word role in the play. As in the film, Clarisse not only disappears, but in the finale meets Montag as a character in the book (she's like Robert Louis Stevenson, he's like Edgar Allan Poe). [97] In the UK, the premiere of bradbury stage adaptation took place only in 2003. Nottingham[97] and
until 2006 it took before Godlight Theatre. he produced and performed at the New York premiere at 59E59 Theaters. [98] After the New York run, the production was transferred to the Edinburgh Festival, where it was in 2006. Edinburgh Festival Pick of the Fringe. [99] The Off-Broadway Theatre at the American Local Theatre presented a one-man show
adaptation of Fahrenheit 451 as part of its 2008-2009 literary life season. [100] Fahrenheit 451 inspired the production time of the Birmingham Repertoire Theatre, which fell asleep in the afternoon sunshine, which was performed at Birmingham Central Library in April 2012. [101] Radio BBC Radio created the dramatisation of Gregory Evans' novel in 1982,
[102] starring Michael Pennington as Montag. [103] It was broadcast again on 12 February 2012 and on 7 and 8 April 2013 on BBC Radio 4 Extra. [104] The bbc's second adaptation, broadcast by David Calcutt in 2003, was broadcast on BBC Radio 4 starring Stephen Tomlin, Christian Rodska, Sunny Ormonde and Tracey Wiles. [105] Computer games
Main article: Fahrenheit 451 (video game) in 1984 software company Trillium adapted the novel to a computer-based text adventure game of the same name. [106] Comics published a graphic novel in June 2009. Titled Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451: Authorized Adaptation, the [107] paperback graphic adaptation was illustrated by Tim Hamilton. [108] [109]
The novel was written by Bradbury. [110] Cultural references to Michael Moore's 2004 documentary Fahrenheit 9/11 refer to Bradbury's novel and the 9/11 attacks, highlighted by the movie tagline Temperature, where freedom burns. The film takes a critical look at George W. Bush's presidency, the war on terror, and its coverage in the news media, and
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kindergarten to college and back to kindergarten; where is your intellectual model over the last five centuries or more. The text is ambiguous about which age, he claims, started this pattern. One interpretation is that it refers to the twentieth century, which put the novel into at least the 24th century. The Fireman novella, which has been expanded to become
Fahrenheit 451, is set in October 2052. ^ To In the book edition, Montag says: We have started and won two atomic wars since the 1960s, on the front pages of Sieve and Sand. This sets the lower limit of the time setting. In subsequent decades, some editions have changed this year to 1990 or 2022. ^ Clarisse tells Montag she is seventeen and crazy, later
admitting that she will actually be seventeen next month. ^ Pedestrian would continue to be published in Reporter magazine on August 7, 1951, that is, after the february 1951 publication of his inspired work fireman. See also A Canticle for Leibowitz Firefighter arson Reader's Digest Condensed Books References ^a b Crider, Bill (Fall 1980). Laughlin,
Charlotte; Lee, Billy C. (eds.). Ray Bradbury FAHRENHEIT 451. Paperback Quarterly. III (3): 22. ISBN 978-1-4344-0633-0. The first paperback edition featured illustrations by Joe Mugnaini and contains two stories, an untitled tale: Playground and And The Rock Cried Out. ^ a b Gerall, Alina; Hobby, Blake (2010). Fahrenheit 451. Bloom, Harold; Hobby,
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shadows; was a threat of burning books. At that time, many books were removed from the shelves. CS1 maint: others (link) ^ a b c Johnston, Amy E. Boyle (May 30, 2007). Ray Bradbury: Fahrenheit 451 Misinterpreted. LA Weekly website. Received on 9 July 2019 Bradbury still has a lot to say, especially about how people don't understand his most famous
literary works, Fahrenheit 451, published in 1953... Bradbury, a man living in the creative and industrial center of reality TV and one-hour drama, says it's, in fact, a story about how TV is ruining interest in literary reading. ^ a b Aggelis, Steven L., ed. (2004). Chat with Ray Bradbury. Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi. mr xxix. ISBN 1-57806-640-9.
... [in. Bradbury received two other awards - the National Institute of Art and the Letters Award in Literature and the California Commonwealth Of Literature Medal award - for Fahrenheit 451, which is published in three parts of Playboy. ^ Davis, Scott A. California Book Awards winners 1931-2012 (PDF). Commonwealth Club of California. Retrieved March 5,
2014 ^ Nolan, William F. (May 1963). BRADBURY: Prose poet in the age of space. Fantasy and science fiction magazine. Mercury. 24 (5): 20. Then there was the afternoon at Huston's Irish mansion when a telegram arrived to inform Bradbury that his first novel, Fahrenheit 451, a bitterly satirical story about the future of book burning, had been awarded a
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Fahrenheit 451 is not set in any particular locale... ^ De Koster, Katie, ed. (2000). Readings fahrenheit 451. Literary companion series. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press. p. 35. ISBN 1-56510-857-4. Montag doesn't realize at first that she's gone, or that he misses her; it just thinks that something is a question. ^ De Koster, Katie, ed. (2000). Readings
fahrenheit 451. Literary companion series. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press. p. 32. ISBN 1-56510-857-4. The mechanical hound is an eight-foot glass and metal counter-computer that serves as a tracking tool and programmable killing machine for firefighters who use it to track down suspected book hoarders and readers. ^ De Koster, Katie, ed. (2000).
Readings fahrenheit 451. Literary companion series. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press. p. 31. ISBN 1-56510-857-4. Montag's new neighbor, 16-year-old Clarisse, appears in only a few scenes at the beginning of the novel. ^ Maher, Jimmy (September 23, 2013). Fahrenheit 451: The Book. Digital antiquarian. Received on 10 July 2014 ^ John (June 6,
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September 2018. Summary The movie begins by offering that friends and allies of George W. Bush on Fox News Channel tilted the 2000 election too early to declare Bush the winner. Then it shows that the handling of voting controversy in Florida was electoral fraud. The film then segues into the 9/11 attacks. Moore says Bush was informed of the first plane
hitting the World Trade Center en route to elementary school. Bush is then shown sitting in a Florida classroom with children. When told that the second plane hit the World Trade Center and that the nation is under attack, Bush allows students to finish their book reading, and Moore notes that he continues to read for nearly seven minutes. Moore then
discusses the complex relationship between the U.S. government and the Bush family; between the bin Laden family, the Saudi Government and the Taliban, which has been going on for more than three decades. Moore then claims that the United States government evacuated 24 members of bin Laden's family shortly after the attacks on a secret flight,
without questioning them. Moore moves to examine George W. Bush's Air National Guard service record. Moore claims that Bush's dry holes in oil and testing were partly funded by Saudi Arabia and bin Laden's family mediator James R. Bath, whose name is proven to have been obscured by Bush's records. Moore argues that these conflicts of interest
show that the Bush administration does not serve the interests of Americans. The film continues with secret motives for the war in Afghanistan, including the natural gas pipeline through Afghanistan into the Indian Ocean. Moore argues that the Bush administration has caused a climate of fear among the American people through the media. Moore then
describes alleged counterterrorism efforts, including government infiltration into pacifist groups and other events, and signing the USA PATRIOT Act. The documentary then turns to the theme of the Iraq War, comparing iraqi lives before and after the invasion. Iraqi citizens are portrayed as living relatively happy lives before the US military invaded the
country. The film also takes pains to show alleged war cheerleading in the US media and general bias of journalists, with quotes from news organizations and embedded journalists. Moore shows that atrocities will take place in Iraq and shows footage depicting us abusing prisoners. Later in the film, Lila Lipscomb appears with her family after hearing about
the death of her son, Sgt. Michael Pedersen, who was killed on April 2, 2003, in Carbala. Anguished and in tears, she begins to doubt the purpose of the war. Tying together several themes and points, Moore compliments those who serve in the U.S. military. He argues that lower-class America is always the first to join the army to better without having to
connect. He argues that those valuable soldiers should not be sent to risk their lives unless it is necessary to defend America. Credits roll while Neil Young's Rockin in the Free World plays. (Moore originally intended to use Who's Won't Get Fooled Again, but was denied permission by Pete Townshend). [3] Moore's film was dedicated to his friend, who was
killed in the Attacks on the World Trade Center, and those soldiers and women from Flint, Michigan, who were killed in Iraq: Michael Pedersen, Brett Petriken and all the soldiers from the Flint district who were killed in the Iraq War... Bill Weems and 2973 who died on 9/11/01... and the many thousands who have died in Afghanistan and Iraq as a result of our
actions. The production was originally planned to be financed by Mel Gibson's Icon Productions (which planned to put Michael Moore's eight figures in advance in cash and a potential backfire), [4] Fahrenheit 9/11 was later picked up by Miramax Films and The Wild Bunch in May 2003 after Icon Productions abruptly dropped the funding deal it made. [5]
Miramax previously distributed another film, Moore The Big One, in 1997. At the time, Disney was miramax's parent company. According to the book DisneyWar, Disney executives did not know that Miramax had agreed to fund the film until they saw the posting of the Drudge report. Michael Eisner (disney CEO at the time) called Harvey Weinstein (one of
miramax's co-chairs at the time) and told him to drop the movie. In addition, Disney sent two emails to Weinstein demanding Miramax drop the movie. Weinstein felt Disney had no right to block Fahrenheit's 9/11 release because the film's $6 million budget was well below the level at which Miramax needed to seek Disney approval, and it would not be rated
NC-17. [6] But Mr. Weinstein was in contract with Disney, and he suggested a compromise that he would drop the movie if Disney didn't like it. [6] Disney responded by having Peter Murphy send Weinstein a letter stating that the film's $6 million budget was just a bridge to funding and Miramax would sell its interest in the movie to get those $6 million back;
According to the same letter, Miramax was also expected to make public that it would not release the film. [6] After Fahrenheit 9/11 was almost completed, Miramax held several review reviews; they were testing through the roof. [7] Weinstein informed Eisner that Fahrenheit 9/11 was over, and Eisner was surprised at the fact that Miramax continued to make
the film. [7] Weinstein asked several Disney executives (including Eisner) to watch the movie, but all refused; Disney has stated once again that Miramax will not release the movie, and Disney has also accused Weinstein of hiding Fahrenheit on 9/11 by keeping him away from production reports. [7] Disney sent production vice president Brad Epstein to
watch 9/11 of 24 April 2004. [7] According to Weinstein, Epstein said he liked the film; but according to a report Epstein sent to the Walt Disney Company's board of directors, Epstein explicitly criticized him. [7] Eisner told Weinstein that Disney's board had decided not to allow Miramax to release the film. [7] Weinstein was infuriated and asked George J.
Mitchell (then Disney's chairman) to see the film, but Mitchell refused. [7] Weinstein asked lawyer David Boies to help find a solution; [7] The Weinsteins and Moore also hired Chris Lehane to consult on the film's release strategies. [8] The New York Times reported on Disney's decision on 5 May 2004 [9] Disney claimed that both Moore's agent (Ari Emanuel)
and Miramax had received a report in May 2003. Disney representatives said that Disney has the right to veto any Miramax film if it proves to be in the company's best interests; In fact, Disney has blocked Miramax from releasing two movies before: Kids and Dogma. [10] These difficulties have led to the first assurance of distribution in many countries
outside the USA. On May 28, 2004, after more than a week of negotiations, Disney announced that Miramax film studio founders Harvey and Bob Weinstein personally acquired the rights to the documentary after Disney refused to distribute it. The Weinsteins agreed to reimburse Disney for all costs up to that point, estimated at about $6 million. They also
agreed to be liable for all costs associated with the film's kayaking and all marketing costs not paid by any third-party film distributors. [11] An agreement was also reached between the Weinsteins and Disney that 60% of the film's profits would be donated to charity. [12] The Weinsteins have set up a scholarship adventure group to manage the distribution of
this film. Fellowship Adventure Group has joined forces with Lions Gate Entertainment (which has released two other Miramax-funded films O and Dogma)[13] and IFC Films to release it to the United States theatrically. (Fellowship Adventure Group also processed the film's U.S. home video distribution through Columbia TriStar Home Entertainment). Moore
stated that he was grateful to them now that anyone who wants to see him will now have the opportunity to do so. [14] After informing him that the American Film Association had given the film an R rating, Moore appealed against the decision, hoping to obtain a PG-13 rating instead. Moore's lawyer, former New York Governor Mario Cuomo, was not allowed
to attend the hearing. The appeal was dismissed on 22 June 2004 and Cuomo argued that this was because he was barred from attending the hearing. Some theaters have chosen to ignore the MPAA and allow unchaperoned teens to participate in screenings. [15] Release alternate Fahrenheit 9/11 poster Film was released theatrical scholarship Group
under a distribution agreement with Lions Gate Entertainment. In its opening weekend on June 25-27, 2004, the film generated box office revenue of $23.9 million in the U.S. and Canada, making the weekend the top-grossing film. Its opening weekend earned more than a full U.S. theater run in any other feature-length documentary (including Moore's
previous film, Bowling for Columbine). The film was released in the UK on July 2, 2004 and in France on July 7, 2004. [16] As part of the theatre's success, Moore has put pressure on conservative groups to put pressure on theaters not to run the film, noting that these efforts have been based on publicity. Efforts have also been made by liberal groups such
as MoveOn.org (which helped promote the film) to promote participation in order to ignore the opposing efforts of their political opponents. [17] Fahrenheit 9/11 has been inspected in many Countries of the Middle East, including the United Arab Emirates, Lebanon and Egypt, but has been immediately banned in Kuwait. We have a law that prohibits insulting
friendly nations, said Abdul-Aziz Bou Dastour of kuwait's Ministry of Information. [18] [19] The film was not shown in Saudi Arabia because public cinemas were not released between 1983 and 2017. [20] In Cuba, 120 theatre versions were shown in the boot film, after which the leading state-run network broadcast a television show. It has been widely
reported that this could affect his Oscar eligibility, as the film was broadcast on television less than nine months after its theatrical release. However, shortly after this story was published, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences issued a statement denying it, saying: If it was pirated, stolen or illegal, we would not blame the producer or distributor for
it. In addition, Wild Bunch, the film's foreign distributor in Cuba, issued a statement denying that the television deal was concluded with Cuban TV. The issue became moot, however, when Moore decided to waive Oscar eligibility in favor of a pay-per-view television movie on November 1, 2004. Critical acceptance of the movie critics adopted positively.
Review the aggregator site Rotten Tomatos reports an 82% approval rating based on 237 reviews with an average rating of 7.33/10. The site's critics' consensus reads: A very one-sided indictment of the Bush administration, but it's worth watching the humor and debate it will cause. [22] He also scored 67 points (generally favourable) on a metacritical basis,
based on 43 reviews. [23] Film critic Roger Ebert, who gave three and a half stars out of four for the documentary, says the film is less of a George W. Bush exposition than what Moore sees as a failed and dangerous presidency. In the film, Moore presents footage of Vice President Al Gore presiding over an event that would formally anoint Bush as
president on the day the joint session of the House of Representatives and senate confirms the outcome of the elections. Moore brings a new impact to familiar material as he marshals his images, says Ebert. Entertainment Weekly put it on its late decade, best-of-the-list, saying Michael Moore's anti-Bush controversy gave millions of frustrated liberals
exactly what they needed to hear in 2004, and infuriated almost everyone else. Along the way, it became the greatest documentary of all time. [24] A commercial performance grossing more than $222 million worldwide, the film is the highest gross documentary of all time, according to Box Office Mojo. [1] The film was released in the United States and
Canada on 23 June 2004. Since then, it has been released in 42 more countries. On Al-Jazeera in August 2012, Moore claimed the film amounted to about half a billion dollars worldwide. [25] Home media Fahrenheit 9/11 was released on DVD and VHS on 5 October 2004, an unusually short turnaround period after the theatrical release. In the first days of
release, the film broke records for the best-selling documentary. On the first day, about two million copies were sold, most of which (1.4 million) were sold as rent. [26] At the same time, a companion book, The Official Fahrenheit 9/11 Reader, was published. It contains full script, moore source documentation, audience emails about the movie, movie
previews, and articles. Initial television presentations This section does not cite any source. Help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. Unresoved material may be challenged and removed. (September 2012) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) The two-hour film was scheduled to be shown as part of the three-hour
Michael Moore Pre-election Special on iN DEMAND, but iN DEMAND is sponsored in mid-October. Moore later hosted simultaneous broadcasts on November 1.m,004 at 8:00 pm (EST) on the Dish Network, TVN, and Cinema Now website and material prepared for Michael Moore's pre-election special was included in Fahrenheit 9/11: A Movement in Time,
which aired the same week on the Independent Film Channel. The film was also shown on major cable television in Germany and Austria on November 1, 2004 and November 2, 2004. The film was shown on Channel 4 on 27 January 2005 in the UK. In Hungary it was shown on RTL Klub, commercial channel, on September 10, 2005, m1, one of the
national channels, on August 13, 2006, m2, another national channel, on September 1, 2006. In Denmark, it was shown on Danmarks Radio (commonly referred to as dr only), which is a danish Broadcasting Corporation, April 11, 2006. In Norway, it was shown to NRK, the National Broadcasting Corporation, on 27 August 2006. The film was shown in New
Zealand on September 9, 2006 on TV ONE, TVNZ Channel. The next day, dutch network Nederland 3 aired the film. In Belgium he was shown in Kanaal on October 12, 2006. In Brazil, it aired on October 10, 2008 on TV Cultura, the Sao Paulo Public Broadcasting Network. Soundtrack Fahrenheit 9/11: Original SoundtrackSoundtrack album by various
artistsReleasedOctober 5, 2004 (2004-10-05)Length1:00:44LabelRhino Professional ratingsReview scoresSourceRatingAllMusic[27] Soundtrack to Fahrenheit 9/11 was released on 5 October 2004 by Rhino Entertainment. Track list No.TitleArtistLength1. Un President Jeff Gibbs3:322. Vacation at Go-Go's3:003. Bush's waiting... and waiting for Jeff
Gibbs2:144. Cantus in memory of Benjamin Britten, string orchestra &amp; bell Paavo Järvi and Estonian National Symphony Orchestra6:415. We have to get out of this placeEric Burdon4:086. Deception weaponsJeff gibbs2:187. Desert by Jeff Gibbs4:088. Cocaine J. J. Cale2:499. Shiny Happy PeopleR.E.M.3:4410. Magnificent Seven Theme elmer
Bernstein2:0011. Afghanistan victory dance jeff gibbs3:1612. Fire Water Burns Bloodhound Gang4:5313. America's greatest hero (believe it or not)Joey Scarbury3:1414. AqualungJethro Tull6:3515. All of them ask Jeff Gibbs3:3016. Rockin in the Free World Neil Young4:42Total length:1:00:44 Awards Palme d'Or Michael Moore to get the Palme d'Or in 2004.
Cannes Film Festival. In April 2004, the film was selected to compete for the Palme d'Or at the 57th Cannes Film Festival. After its first appearance in Cannes in May 2004, the film received 15-20 minutes of standing ovation; Harvey Weinstein, whose Miramax Films funded the film, said: It was the longest standing ovation I've seen in 25 years. [28] [29] On
22 May 2004, the film was awarded the Palme d'Or. [2] It was the first documentary to win this award since Jacques Cousteau and Louis Malle's The Silent World in 1956. Like his much-publicized Oscar acceptance speech, Moore's speech in Cannes contained some political statements:[30] I have a sneaky suspicion that what you have done here, and the
response of all the festival, you will ensure that the American people will see this movie. I can't thank you for that. You put a huge light on this and many people want the truth and many want to put it in the closet, just walk away. There was a great Republican president who once said if you just give people the truth, Republicans, Americans will be saved. [...] I
dedicate this palme d'or to my daughter, american children and Iraq and all those in the world who suffer from our actions. Some conservatives in the United States, such as Jon Alvarez of FireHollywood, commented that award can be expected from the French. [31] Moore only noticed a few days earlier that: I fully expect Fox News Channel and other right-
wing media outlets to portray this as a French award. [...] The jury was just one French citizen. Four of the nine were American. [...] This is not a French award, it was given by an international jury dominated by the Americans. [32] The jury consisted of four North Americans (one born in Haiti), four Europeans and one Asian. [33] He also responded to
suggestions that the award was political: Quentin [Tarantino] whispered in my ear: We want you to know that this award was not won by your film politics. We are not here to award a political award. Some of us have no policy. We have awarded film art, that is what won you this award and we wanted you to know it as a fellow director. [34] In 2005, The
Cannes Director Gilles Jacob told the prize-winning jury that panels should make a decision based on filmmaking, not politics. He expressed his opinion that while Moore's talent was not in doubt, it was a satirical issue that was awarded the prize for more political than cinematic reasons, no matter what the jury said. [35] In an interview about the decision four
years later, Tarantino replied: Over time, I presented this decision under a microscope and still think we were right. It was a movie at this point – Fahrenheit 9/11 can't play as well now as it did then, but then he deserved everything he got. [36] The People's Choice Award has won additional awards after publication, such as the People's Choice Award for
Favorite Motion Picture, an unprecedented honor for the documentary. [37] The Golden Raspberry Awards nine months after Fahrenheit 9/11 received the Palme d'Or, George W. Bush, Donald Rumsfeld and Condoleezza Rice won the worst actor, worst supporting actor, and worst screen couple (Bush/Rice) at the 25th Golden Raspberry Awards (Razzies)
for their mistreatment of the 9/11 attacks and the Iraq War. [38] Britney Spears, who appeared in the film in a pre-recorded interview where she expressed her support for Bush,[39] won the Golden Raspberry for the worst supporting actress. [40] Controversy Main Article: Fahrenheit 9/11 Controversy The film sparked criticism and controversy after its release
shortly before the 2004 Presidential election. British-American journalist and literary critic Christopher Hitchens argued that Fahrenheit 9/11 is a distortion and untruth. [41] This has led to several denials, including an eFilmCritic article and a columbus free press editorial. [42] Former New York Democrat Mayor Ed Koch, who endorsed President Bush for re-
election, called it film propaganda. [43] In response, Moore announced Fahrenheit and a list of sources. List. and a document which, he claims, constitutes an agreement between his film and the conclusions of the Commission of 9/11. [44] Moore's expectations for the 2004 presidential election Film was released in June 2004, less than five months before
the 2004 presidential election. Michael Moore, a non-presidential candidate for John Kerry, said in an interview that he hopes to see Mr. Kerry. Bush was removed from the White House. [45] He also said that he hoped his film would have an impact on the election: This may be the first time a film has such an impact. [45] However, some political analysts did
not expect this to have a significant impact on the elections. One Republican strategist stated that Moore communicates to far-left strands that never vote for Bush, and Jack Pitney, a government professor at Claremont McKenna College, suspected that the main impact of the film would be to turn Bush haters into larger Bush haters. [45] Regardless of
whether the film would change the minds of many voters, Moore stated that he intended to use it as an organizing tool and hoped that he would reinvigorate those who wanted Bush to be defeated in 2004 by increasing turnout. [46] Despite the film's influence and commercial success, George W. Bush was re-elected in 2004 since Moore decided that he
played on television before the 2004 election, the film was ruled unfit to compete for the best documentary feature at the Academy Awards. In February 2011, Moore sued producers Bob and Harvey Weinstein for $2.7 million in unpaid profits from the film, alleging that they used Hollywood accounting tricks to avoid paying him money. [47] They replied that
Moore received $20 million for the film and that his claims are hogwash. [47] Bob and Harvey Weinstein finally reached an agreement with Moore on undisclosed sums and terms. [48] Subsequent film 6 September 2018 Moore released the film Fahrenheit 11/9 about the 2016 Presidential election and the subsequent presidency of Donald Trump. The title is a
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